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Abstract
It is universally agreed that dopamine is a major neurotransmitter in terms of reward dependence,
however, there remains controversy regarding how to modulate its role clinically to treat and
prevent relapse for both substance and non-substance-related addictive behaviors. It is also agreed
by most that there is a need to provide early genetic identification possibly through a novel
researched technology referred to Genetic Addiction Risk Score(GARS).™ The existing FDAapproved medications promote blocking dopamine, however, we argue that a more prudent
paradigm shift should be biphasic-short-term blockade and long-term upregulation, enhancing
functional connectivity of brain reward. It is critical to understand that the real phenotype is not
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any specific drug or non –drug addictive behavior, but instead is Reward Deficiency Syndrome
(RDS). Thus the true phenotype of all addictive behaviors is indeed RDS. Finally, we are
suggesting that one way to combat the current out of control Opioid /Alcohol crisis worldwide is
to seriously reconsider treating RDS by simply supplying powerful narcotic agents (e.g.
Buprenorphine). This type of treatment will only keep people addicted. A more reasonable
solution involving genetic testing, urine drug screens using Comprehensive Analysis of Reported
Drugs (CARD) and dopamine homeostasis we call “ Precision Addiction Management” ™ seems
parsonomiuos.

Keywords
Genetic addiction risk score; Hypo dopaminergic; Pro-dopamine regulation; Reward deficiency
syndrome

Introduction
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Following 27 years of extensive research by many scientists worldwide, a panel of ten
reward gene risk variants, called the Severity Index (ASI), which has been used in many
clinical settings, GARS significantly predicted the severity of both alcohol and drug
dependency. In support of early testing for addiction and other RDS subtypes, parents caught
up in the current demographic of over 100 people, both young and old, dying daily from
opiate/opioid overdose, need help. In the past, families would have never guessed that their
loved ones would die or could be in real danger due to opiate addiction. Insightful reporting
by author, Bill Moyers, in Parade Magazine in the 90’s, reported that as he traveled around
the United States, he found many children with ADHD and other spectrum disorders like
Autism, and noted that many of these children had related conditions like substance abuse.
He called for better ways to identify these children and treat them with approaches other
than addictive pharmaceuticals.
To our knowledge, GARS is the only panel of genes with established polymorphisms
reflecting the Brain Reward Cascade (BRC), which has been correlated with the ASI-MV
alcohol and drug risk severity score.
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While other studies are required to confirm and extend the GARS test to include other genes
and polymorphisms that associate with a hypo dopaminergic trait, these results provide
clinicians with a non-invasive genetic test. Genomic testing, such as GARS, can improve
clinical interactions and decision-making. Knowledge of precise polymorphic associations
can help in the attenuation of guilt and denial, corroboration of family genograms; assistance
in risk-severity-based decisions about appropriate therapies, including pain medications and
risk for addiction; choice of the appropriate level of care placement (i.e., inpatient,
outpatient, intensive outpatient, residential); determination of the length of stay in treatment;
determination of genetic severity-based relapse and recovery liability and vulnerability;
determination of pharmacokinetic medical monitoring for better clinical outcomes (e.g., the
A1 allele of the DRD2 gene reduces the binding to opioid receptors in the brain, thus,
reducing naltrexone’s clinical effectiveness); and supporting medical necessity for insurance
scrutiny.
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Moreover, Blum’s laboratory following a 50 year sojourn developed pro-dopamine
regulatory neuro-nutrients [see total cohort of patients studied over 37 clinical trials (Table
1) that enable real personalized treatment for all behavioral addictions following GARS
testing. The interaction of genes and neurotransmitters control the release of dopamine is the
Brain Reward Cascade (BRC) [1]. Variations in the BRC, possibly genetic or epigenetic,
may predispose individuals to addictive behaviors and altered pain tolerance [2]. As
mentioned above, the Genetic Addiction Risk Score (GARS), which is the first test which
accurately predicts vulnerability to pain, and also addiction, and various other compulsive
behaviors, within the umbrella of Reward Deficiency Syndrome (RDS), provides benefits for
individuals suffering from Substance Use Disorder (SUD). Innovative strategies to combat
epidemic opioid, iatrogenic prescription drug abuse, and death, based on the role of
dopaminergic tone in pain pathways, have been previously proposed [3]. Sensitivity to pain
may reside in the mesolimbic projection system, where genetic polymorphisms associate
with a predisposition to pain vulnerability or tolerance [4].
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These polymorphisms provide specific targets to assist in the treatment of pain and identify
risk for subsequent addiction Pharmacogenomic testing of candidate genes like DRD
1,2,3,4; MOA-A; COMT; DAT1; 5HTTLLR; OPRM and GABRA3 might result in
pharmacogenomic, personalized solutions, and improved clinical outcomes. The genetically
identifying risk RDS behaviors, especially within compromised populations, may be a
frontline tool to assist municipalities in providing better resource allocation. The interaction
of at least four neurochemical pathways: serotonergic, GABAergic, end orphinergic and
dopaminergic-together constitute the “brain reward cascade” (Figure 1) which is a natural
sequence of events that produce feelings of well-being. These events including synthesis,
vesicle storage, metabolism, release, and function of neurochemistry are regulated by genes,
and their expression, regarding messenger RNA-directed proteins. Therefore, genetic testing
can provide a window that may be utilized to identify an individual’s neurochemistry and
thus to formulate the optimal treatment options for them [5].
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Therefore, a hypo dopaminergic brain genetically predisposes people to seek out substances
and/or behaviors that can be used to overcome this craving state, whereby activating
mesolimbic brain dopaminergic centers [8,9]. Psychoactive substances like alcohol,
psychostimulants, and opiates, and risky behaviors like gambling, overeating, and thrillseeking [10] induce the release of dopamine in synapse at the NAc, to overcome the hypo
dopaminergic state of that individual. Temporary relief from the discomfort and a false sense
of well-being is the product of this self-medication [11]. Chronic abuse of substances often
leads to inactivation, or a down regulation, e.g., inhibition of neurotransmitter synthesis,
neurotransmitter depletion, a formation of toxic levels of neurotransmitters. Thus,
pathological and substance-seeking behaviors are employed to provide a pleasurable
response to decrease uncontrollable cravings.
For those Individuals with reward gene polymorphisms/ variations, given environmental
insult, will be at risk for compulsive, impulsive, and addictive behavior. Reward Deficiency
Syndrome (RDS) is a spectrum which includes and characterizes these genetically induced
behaviors [12]. These pathological behaviors, which can consist of drug-abuse, are
candidates for addiction including tolerance and dependence. The behavior or drug of choice
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by the individual is a function of both genes and environmental factors like availability and
peer pressure. Previously we published on the potential of GARS to predict vulnerability or
risk for both drug and alcohol severity as measured by the Addiction–Severity Index (ASI)
[13]. However, a frequently raised question relates to what is the benefit of GARS™ testing
in known addicts already in treatment programs. We believe that there are many important
reasons for GARS testing in people expressing addictive behaviors of all types [14,15].
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With regard to RDS, it is noteworthy that both substance and non-substance addictive
behaviors (like music, food [glucose & fat], sex. internet, gaming), cause a preferential
release of dopamine in the nucleus accumbens [NAc], which suggests that people selfmedicate to obtain their required dopamine fix. The acute release of dopamine leads to
feelings of well-being in the very short term, especially in individuals who through either
gene polymorphisms (variants), or gene/environment interactions (epigenetic-methylation,
reduced expression) and or inhibition of deacetylation (increased expression) on histones in
the chromatin material involving many genes affecting mRNA expression, have
compromised dopaminergic function. This concept is clarified by the simple formula,
whereby Phenotype = Genetics + Environment [P=G+E]. It is understood that this is a very
complex interaction involving many polymorphic genes and their subsequent interaction
with the environment (genes X environment).
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It is important to be cautious to accept such genetic testing that uncovers reward circuitry
gene polymorphisms, particularly those linked to dopaminergic pathways as well as opioid
receptor(s) as a method of obtaining better treatment results. Comprehending the
relationship between the reward circuitry’s participation in buprenorphine outcomes and its
corresponding genotypes deliver an innovative model to enhance a patient’s clinical
experience and improvements throughout opioid replacement therapy [16]. According to the
American Society of Addiction Medicine (ASAM) they make a clear distinction between the
concept of addiction and positive treatment outcomes related to buprenorphine not locking
people into addiction but rather neuroadaptation which is arguable. However, both NIDA
and NIAAA are desperately investigating an array of innovative ideas to help restore brain
function especially hypodominergia, but we believe that our approach should be carefully
considered and tested. In due respect we are encouraging scientist and clinicians respectively
to at least embrace these simple concepts in the near future, and provide a new listen to the
Blue Note All Stars record “Message of Hope to the many victims of overdose and death.
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Abbreviations:
GARS

Genetic Addiction Risk Score

CARD

Comprehensive Analysis of Reported Drugs

ASI

Addiction Severity Index
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BRC

Brain Reward Cascade

RDS

Reward Deficiency Syndrome

SUD

Substance Use Disorder

NAc

Nucleus Accumbens
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Figure 1:
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Brain Reward Cascade [6,7], In this cascade, the stimulation of the serotonergic system
within the hypothalamus, through innervation, stimulates delta/mu receptors via the release
of enkephalin. Further activation of the enkephalinergic system leads to inhibition of GABA
transmission in the striatum via enkephalin stimulation of mu receptors upon GABA
neurons. This inhibition allows the fine-tuning of GABA activity. Additionally, this provides
the normal release of dopamine at the projected area of the NAc. Dopamine is a
neurotransmitter with multiple essential functions including behavioral effects such as
“pleasure” and “stress reduction.” Without the typical function of dopamine, an individual
will suffer from cravings and may have difficulty coping with stress.
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Summary of KB220 variants in various treatment cohorts.
KB220 Variants*

Controls**

Anti- Addictive Behaviors***

53

1010

Withdrawal, Stress, Low Energy, Craving, Relapse, Low resting State Functional Connectivity l

708

49

Withdrawal, Craving, Anxiety, Anhedonia, Relapse, AMA rate

50

42

Drug Hunger, AMA rate, Withdrawal, relapse, regulated brain waves

353

181

Withdrawal, Stress, Low Energy, Craving, Relapse, Anger, Fatigue

162

Binge Eating, Sugar Craving, Weight Gain, High BMI, High Body Fat, Overeating, Late night eating,
Lucid Dreams

300

*

Total Experimental =1,464

**

Total Controls =1444

***

comparative statistics reveal between restore Gen and controls for all anti-addictive behaviors at least P<.05 in a total of 35 studies.
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